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1. Title :

Re-forming of Selenium stacks.

2. Application :

Selenium stacks on all types of locomotives and EMUs.

3. Object of special maintenance instructions :

Selenium  stacks  have  a  tendancy  to  lose  considerably  their  reverse 
characteristic when stored for long periods or when operated continuously at 
voltages appreciable lower than their rated voltage and the reverse resistance 
of the stack falls considerably below its original value. If the rated voltage is 
re-applied  directly,  a  high  reverse  current  will  flow.  In  some  cases  even 
sparking may occur. It is necessary to reform such stacks before use, since 
otherwise they are likely to fail in service.

4. Instruction Drawing :

RDSO SK. EL. 3043 Fig. 1 and Fig. 2

5. Instructions :

a) Connect the Selenium stack as shown in SK. EL. 3043 Fig.1 if it is a 
bridge rectifier unit and as in Fig. 2 with a series diode, if it is a single 
stack used as a blocker.

b) b) Increase the AC voltage gradually from zero until the reverse current 
reaches the permissible limit. In the absence of specific information this 
limit may be taken as approximately 5 mm/cm2 of the Selenium plate 
size.

c) Maintain the applied voltage as above. It will be noticed that the reverse 
current gradually falls and then stabilised at some lower value.

d) Now further increase the applied voltage, so as to bring the reverse current 
back to the specified limit  as in (b) above. The reverse current will agian 
gradually fall to some lower value and stabilize there.



e) The process as in  (c)  & (d) should be repeated until  the rated reverse 
voltage  is  reached while  keeping  the  reverse  current  within  the  specified 
limit.

f) Keep the stack “ON” with rated reverse voltage applied for about an h our 
for forming the plates.

g) In case it  is not possible to achieve rated reverse voltage with reverse 
current within the specified limit, it may be concluded that some plates have 
failed and the stack is defective. The stack should be rejected.

Warning :

i) Connect the stack with correct polarity as shown

ii) Re-form the stack upto rated voltage only

iii) do not apply full voltage directly

iv) Increase the voltage gradually in such a way that reverse current is kept 
within the limit

6. Periodicity of implementation :

The stacks  which  are  stored  for  more  than  6  months  or  operated  at  low 
voltage continuously

7. Agency for implementation :

Electric Loco Sheds, Car Sheds and Shops.

8. Distribution :

(As per list enclosed).

DA :   i) RDSO SK. EL. 3043

           ii) DistributionList  ( S. Malaviya )
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